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Xinan Electronic Engineering Institute, China

ABSTRACT

On the disscussion of custom real-time counting-measuring method, this paper
presents a new method suitable for the working condition of non-man duty, which
possesses the feature of 100ns counting-measuring accuracy and high fidelity. In
addition, the concept of “Signal-time/digit converter” is proposed for the first time and
the principle and working procedure of this method are introduced in brief.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to ensure the transmission accuracy and working distance, and meet the
demand of information rate in pulse position modulation (PPM) or pulse position
keying (PPK) system , usually take the measures of compressing the signal into
narrow pulses (generally the narrow pulse width is shorter then 1 µs) to get higher
pulse signal noise rate (P /P ). For this reason , PPM system is still used in someS N

practical system and studied continuously even it disappeared from the international
telemetry standard many years ago. With the development of digital technology in
telemetry and communication system, the PPM system which has specific advantages
is not forgotten. The concepts of quantity pulse position modulation (Q-PPM) and
pulse code modulation/pulse position key which is call PPK in brief are proposed in
succession  , so the quantity pulse transmission system appears correspondly, such as(1)

PPK system. Then, the engineering designer deeply discussed the problems pertaining
to PPK system for example, the energy utilization coefficient  , the method of(2)

increasing code rate, the threshold detection, channel transmission and synchronous
technology, etc. These discussions not only enriched the theory knowledge of this
system, also laied a solid foundation of the development in practical engineering
system. However, in the courses of the theoretical studys of PPM(PPK) system and
the continuous improving of the corresponding feature in practical system, the Real-



time Counting-measuring methods and technologies are less involved. In the practical
engineering especially in the working conditions of non-man duty and meeting the
demand of higher counting-measuring accuracy for PPM(PPK) signal, it becomes a
very important and essential solving problem. On the brief analysis of custom real-
time counting-measuring method in PPM(PPK) system, this paper emphatically
discusses a solid-store counting-measuring method suitable for the working condition
of non-man duty and higher accuracy, which has the advantages of simple equipment,
reliable working, variable accuracy, real-time and high fidelity. A new concept of
“signal-time/digit converter” is also proposed, as well as the operation principle and
working procedure are described. This method is also suitable for typical PPM(PPK)
system without the reference pulse.

1. The custom real-time counting-measuring method

1.1 The real-time counting-measuring analog mode
A few of the real-time counting-measuring analog methods for PPM signal have
published, such as the waveform fidelity method used by SAN DIEGO lab  . i.e,(3)

received series of 0. 5 µs PPM signals are converted to a width of 50 µs, then recorded
with fidelity on a standard tape recorder which possesses 100KHZ frequency
response. According to the properties of the mentioned standard tape recorder, the
counting-measuring accuracy of the 0.5 µs recovered position pulses can be deduced
as (1-2)%, which are obtained by taking a waveform fidelity record, playback and
recovering of the 50 µs pulse width signals. At that time, this accuracy could meet the
PPM system's demand. When the system request for higher accuracy, usually the wide
frequency band tape recorder possessing higher frequency response is utilized or the
special patent technology is used in intermediate frequency band equipment.
However, it is very difficult to get the 1%. accuracy. Aalthough with the development
of tape record technologies recent years, especially the double density technology, it
becomes convenient for counting-measuring the received signals of higher frequency
response, but the intrinsic weakness of tape recorder was not overcome
fundamentally, especially for PPM(PPK) signals. For example, it is impossible to
prevent the longitudinal tape recorder from being affected by mechnical operation
parts, of which the mechnical flutter bring about a time error of the counting-
measuring result of PPM(PPK) signals. Assuming the flutter function is consine and
the record speed is the same as the reproduce speed, when the counting-measuring
interval between pulses is t , the lead-in time error )t  is as the following formula:x x

)t = t -t ,x x xp

 = t (acos(sinx/x)+b(siny/y))x

in which, )t : the lead-in time errorx

t : the interval between the unrecorded pulsesx

t : the interval between the recovered pulsesxp



a: the record flutter peak value, at the frequency f r

b: the reproduce flutter peak value, at the frequency f p

x: Bf tr x

y: Bf tp x

The time error )t  will turn into amplitude error in the course of demodulation of PPMx

signal, and into error code in the course of PPK/PCM conversion of PPK signal.
The crosswise tape record technalogy is developed rapidly and the running flutter is
reduced greatly, but it is not still used because of its expensive price, heavy
equipment, and the difficult of signal transfer. Although the citizen's buyiness video
equipment is being diverted into the specific high properties counting-measuring
equipment, it will need time to put it into use (4)

In addition, almost all the longitudinal and crosswise tape recorders which have high
accuracy demand larger power consumpation, because all of them obtain the wide
frequency band counting-measuring function by increasing the relative velocity
between the tape and the magnet head. For instance, the power consumpation of a
standard longitudinal wide frequency band equipment working at the speed of 120
inch/s and a two-channel crosswise wide frequency band equipment are 200 -300T)
and 300-400T), respectively. Thus, it is very difficult to use them on the condition of
non-tan duty and of providing the DC energy by DC battery set.

Further more, the remote control function is requested very simple on the condition of
non-man duty, for the sake of synchronous remote control of the non-man duty
receiving equipment. If the controlled contents includes only DC power’s “ON” and
“OFF”, this kind of simple control is very convenience. But it is so simple that the
tape recorder can’t work properly, because the tape recorder usually needs many
control instructions, such as “drive”, “stop”, “forward”, “rew”, etc, and those are just
that shold be avoided when choosing equipment.

1.2 The custom real-time counting-measuring digital mode
In order to increase the accuracy of modern measure technology, the digital
transmission, counting-measuring and processing have been adopted almost without
exception. As the above pointed out, the PPK system which is the digitized PPM
system seemly has the all charactristics of digital signals, in fact, it is very different
from the all kind of continous wave pulse code modulation system, such as
PCM/FSK, PCM/PSK and PCM/FM. Such as, with a wide frequency band tape
recorder, the predetection record can be finished for continuous wave pulse code
modulation signals, otherwise, it can not be for PPK signals, because its intermediate
frequency band of receiver is up to 10MHZ which is resulted from the wide frequency
band for transmission of narrow pulses and the frequency drifting of high frequency.
So the postdetection recording and storing method is widely used for the digital
counting-measuring of PPM(PPK) signals. Figure 1 shows the brief procedure of



changing the typical PPM(PPK) signals without reference pulse into PCM signals, and
Fig2 furthurly shows the circuit structure of “synchronous timing circuit” in
Fig.1 .Obviously, the PPK/PCM conversion has finished at the register G's parallel(5)

output pins q  - q , in which the procedure of frame synchronous recoginization0 7

(including frame synchronous compensation), timing remedy reference pulses and
threshold detection have experienced, i.e, some of the procedures of demodulation and
date processing have finished . At this time, if the digital real-time counting-(6)

measuring method is used for the obtained PCM signals, the sense of real-time and
fidelity is losed and the true features and originality of the received field signals also
no longer exist. In case some problems appear in those procedures, the original state
of the received signals can’t be recovered by this method, so the other digital real-time
counting-measuring method must be studied.

2 A new digital real-time counting-measuring method

Can a digital real-time counting-measuring method which meets the requirements of
high fidelity and high accuracy be found?  As an example of the real-time counting-
measuring accuracy on the condition of non-man duty, the main specification of the
following, in which assuming that the average interval between pulses is 500 µs and
the counting-measuring accuracy is 100ns.

2.1 “The conceptive time/digit cenversion”

2.1.1 Features of the counted and measured signals
The frame pattern of typical without reference pulse PPM(PPK) signals is shown as
Fig.3. As the above described, although PPK is a kind of quantized digital information
transmission system, the information quantity of the before quantization measured
signals is still carried an the positions of each narrow pulses and the time relationships
among the narrow pulses on the time axis. Obviously, the PPK counting-measuring
accuracy in this quantized digital system is affected by the expansion, compression
and random or regular changes of time axis. Thus, similar to the PPM signals, the key
to the realization of high accuracy counting-measuring lies in the accurate position of
the narrow pulses on the time axis and the steadiness of the time axis itself. In other
words, when choosing the counting-measuring method, the changable factors which
bring about the expansion and compression of time axis must be avoided for the sake
of higher counting-measuring accuracy of the received PPM(PPK) signals, or the
variable quantity is less than the permisson range of the counting-measuring accuracy
even if the changable factors exist. Simultaneously, the chosen method should contain
the strict and accurate position finding measures.
Then, the received PPM(PPK) pulse signals shown in Fig.3, which is not coverted by
the frame synchronous recognization and timing remedy reference pulses in Fig.1 and



Fig.2, can not provide the synchronous signals for calibration, marking and coding
clock and other reference signals for real-time counting-measuring. The system’s
oringinal clock that is implicated in signal series is nonsensical for real-time counting-
measuring, because it can not be collected directly and meet the requirement of real-
time counting-measuring accuracy. So the clock signals used for real-time counting-
measuring must be setted refreshly.

2.1.2 The conceptive time/digit (T/D) conversion
As the above analyzed, the key to the counting-measuring accuracy lies in the relative
change between each pulse signal and the time axis for the received PPM(PPK) pulse
signal series. So the object of quantity is time, i.e, realize the quantization of the time
axis that contians PPM(PPK) pulse signals. The normal time/digit (T/D) conversion is
a coding process that the time-axis is quantized successively by the main clock’s time
unit )T, in which the pulse signals that interrupt the coding process shold be avoided.
Thus the received PPM(PPK) signals can not meet this requirement. Because the
variable rang of the interval among the signal pulses is very wide which is from a few
µs to tens of ms and is irregular, if the T/D converting process is divided by the pulses
signal of PPM(PPK) signal series, the converted binary datum will have quite a
difference, which leads to that the datum storage and read, and the recover of original
state for PPM(PPK) signals become difficult, and the following operations repeat the
process shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. A new method for T/D conversion which can
simply and directly reflect the properties of PPM(PPK) signal series should be opened
up, thus it is necessary to build a changed concept: when the pulse signals doesn’t
appear in the signal series, the T/D converter’s output is “0” state, otherwise, it is “1”
state, which only means that there is a pulse signal on that position of time axis.
According to the changed concept, the PPM(PPK) pulse signal series is directly
considered as a series of binary PCM datum, of which the variable clock frequency is
unknowing and the accuracy is suitable for real-time counting-measuring. Regard the
position on which there are pulse signals as “1”, and the position an which there are
not pulse signals as “0”, and ignore each pulse’s position in the original PPM(PPK)
system and relationship among then and the system’s clock frequency. Without any
hardware, the PPM(PPK)/PCM conversion can be finished by only the change of
concept. The changed concept is called “conceptive time/digit conversion”

2.2 “signal-time/digit (ST/D) converter” and its quantization accuracy

2.2.1 “ST/D converter” concept

When discussing the “conceptive time/digit conversion”, the PPM(PPK) signals are
considered as binary series datum, of which the variable clock frequency is
unknowing and the accuracy is suitable for the real-time counting-measuring. In



which the unknown clock frequency is the key to the realization of the counting-
measuring method in this paper. Before determining the unknow clock frequency, the
PPM series datum that is converted by the conceptive time/digit conversion is not
different from the PPM(PPK) signal series in form. So it is still difficult to realize the
digital real-time counting-measuring. After determining it according to the counting-
measuring accuracy all the signal pulses and their positions on time axis are detected
by the quantized PCM datum. However, this kind of quantization mode is different
from both normal time/digit coder (t/D converter) and the widely used signal level
coder (A/D converter). Because it holds the above two kinds of coder's functions
simultaneously, and it is different from them in nature. It only records the every point
and pulse signal position on the time axis, and doesn't have the function and regularity
of the binary’s 2  coding carry. So this is a specific concept--”signal-time/digit (ST/D)n

conversion”, and its definition is the conceptive time/digit conversion possessing
deterministic counting-measuring clock frequency, and the corresponding circuit unit
is called “signal-time/digit (ST/D) converter” or “ST/D converter” for short. It is the
key to the real-time counting-measuring method discussed in this paper. The produced
real-time PCM signals not only lay a foundation for real-time fidelity counting-
measuring, but also provide the sufficient conditions for the realization of the high
accuracy or controllable accuracy counting-measuring.

2.2.2 The quantization accuracy of ST/D converter
It is important to dertermine the real-time counting-measuring clock frequency for the
operation of ST/D converter and the requirement of PPM(PPK) signal quantization
accuracy. Especially, the ST/D conversion accuracy, I. e quantization accuracy, is the
key to the real-time fidelity counting-measuring method for ensuring the counting-
measuring accuracy. It is almost the only factor then brings about counting-measuring
error besides the steadiness of the main clock frequency.
Fig. 4 shows the received signals’ quantization process and the possible maximum
quantization error, and the quantization accuracy’s diagram analysis of ST/D
converter. The assumptions In Fig. 4 are the followings:
(1) According to the counting-measuring accuracy, choose the main clock frequency
20.48MHZ , frequency stediness better than 10 , and the corresponding quantization-8

time unit )T=48.83ns
(2) The received PPM(PPK) signal pulse width is about 2 )T(100ns). In fact, this
assumption is not important for counting-measuring but only for the convenience of
discussion.
(3) When quantizing the narrow pulses in signal series, the main clock’s rising edge is
the accurate position point, by which all the space positions on time axis is quantized
“0”, and the quantization unit is 1)T.
Fig.4 (a) shows a part of the received PPM(PPK) signals, in which the interval
between pulses is the same as the system’s average interval in Fig.3; Fig.4 (b) shows



the chosen counting-measuring main clock of which frequency is 20.48MHZ; Fig.4 ©
shows the state of which the possible maximum quantization error appers between the
counting-measuring signals and the main clock. In other words, when the narrow
pulse p s rising edge arises, the corresponding main clock's rising edge just right leads1

and the lead time makes the process that the p  pulse is quantized by the clock’s rising1

edge for the first time lose efficiency. Thus p  pulse is quantized effectively by only1

the second main clock's rising edge, and the result of the quantized p  pulse is “0 @ 1”1

within the range of p  pulse width; being different from p  pulse’s quantization1 1

process, when the narrow pulse p 's rising edge arises, the corresponding clock’s2

rising edge just right arises simultaneously, p  pulse can be quantized for the first2

time, then the second, and the result of the quantized p  pulse is “1 @ 1” corresponding2

to two main clock’s rising edges within the range of its width. All the space positions
between p  pulse and p  pulse are quantized “0 @ 0 @ @ @ @ ” by the main clock. Fig.4 (d)1 2

shows the output signals that are still recovered into PPM(PPK) pulse signal series of
which width is 100ns of post-read and post-process after the real-time counting-
measuring is finished. However, comparing with Fig.4 (a), the maximum unilateral
quantization error 1)T expresses in the processed output signal series because of the
lose of  1)T (.50ns) time in the process of quantizing p  pulse. Otherwise, when the1

relationship between p  pulse and p  pulse and the counting-measuring clock is in1 2

reverse, p  pulse and p  pulse are quantized “1 @ 1” and “0 @ 1” respectively, the1 2

maximum quantization error appears in the other direction, which is shown in Fig.4
(e). Obviously, various distributed states of the received PPM(PPK) signal series and
the counting-measuring main clock may exist, which bring about quantization error is
in the range of the above analysed limit values. So the maximum quantization error is
±/)T, and the counting-measuring result of average interval among the pulses is
500µs±50ns, that is satisfied with the requirement of counting-measuring accuracy
100ns for the average interval among pulses.
Although the quantized PCM datum are needed to pass the processes of writing, post-
read and post-processing, no other kinds of error may be led due to those processes are
very simple (the circuit’s on-off speed is high enough and the delay times of all
quantization processes are equal), so the maximum quantization error brought from
ST/D converter is the maximum counting-measuring error of this counting-measuring
method.

2.3 Circuit structure and counting-measuring process

Fig. 5 shows the principle diagram of the real-time counting-measuring method’s
circuit structure. The signal counting-measuring channel mainly consists of counting-
measuring itself adaptive unit, N-bit ST/D converter, signal storage unit, ST/D
conversion control gate, accuracy and time control unit, signal storage address 



indicator, reading and writing function control unit, N-bit D/ST converter and the
corresponding circuit units of timing channel.

2.3.1 N-bit ST/D Converter(N-bit ST/D)
It is the key to the real-time counting-measuring method, on which the counting-
measuring accuracy mainly depend. But the circuit structure only is a N-bit serial-
parallel shift register included, which is the key devise for high accuracy quantization,
accurate position and code conversion. The quantizations of the time axis and of the
pulse position signals of irregular distibution on it are carried out at the same time, and
those are different from the time quantization of T/D converter and the level
quantization of A/D converter. Here the binary code carry regularity is never found
and only are the standard codes of all time points and signal positions seen. It is a
original creation of this paper to ensure the changes of compression and expansion of
time axis are within the range of counting-measuring accuracy, and every pulse’s
position on the time axis is accurate. After dertermining the counting-measuring main
clock frequency, the number of bits of N-bit ST/D converter is not important to real-
time counting-measuring accuracy which can be chosen according to the convenience
of device assembling, such as 8, 16 and the number of bits of corresponding latcher.

2.3.2 Signal storage unit
It is used for storing the quantized datum. The low power consumption and large scale
solid-state storage device is very suitable for the non-man duty condition. When the
number of bits is 8, the store capacity is 25.6M bytes, and the counting-measuring
time is 10 seconds, the power consumption of storage unit is about 0.5w. If the
counting-measuring time is longer, the storage capacity can be expanded or the
storage unit can be replaced by softdisk settings.

2.3.3 Accuracy and time control (Accu/time contr.) unit
This circuit is used for producing quantization clock and other control signals, and for
some conditions in which the required counting-measuring accuracy is higher or
tower. In the high of the real-time counting-messuring accuracy, it can adjust accuracy
and time, and the main clock frequency and the quantization clock frequency at any
time. For example, the counting-measuring time is 5 seconds when the accuracy is
±25ns, or it longer than 20 seconds when the accuracy lower, relatively the counting-
measuring pulse width is adjusted.

2.3.4 ST/D Conversion control (ST/D-C @ C) gate
This circuit which is controlled by the counting-measuring itself adaptive unit doesn't
permit the main clock pass befor receiving the order produced by the counting-
measuring itself adaptive unit. So all the following units, including the N-bit ST/D
converter, the accuracy and time control unit, signal storage address indicator, datum



storage unit and the circuit units corresponding to the timing channel, are in the
waiting state. Only dose the counting-measuring itself adaptive unit send “work”
instruction which means PPM(PPK) signals are inputting, ST/D conversion control
gate permits the main clock pass and makes all circuit units enter into writing state.

2.3.5 The counting-measuring itself adaptive (C-M @ I @ A) unit
This circuit is setted for avoiding all circuit units from entering into working state
results in power idle consumption without PPM(PPK) signals input on the conditions
that the system is in the state of remote control and the DC power is turned on. When
receiving the first signal pulse of PPM(PPK) signal series, it permits the main clock
frequency pass the ST/D conversion control gate and makes all circuit units enter into
working state; Otherwise, when the interval between any together two pulses is longer
than the stipulated maximum value, it makes most of circuit units enter into waiting
state.

2.3.6 Signal storage address (S @ S @ Addr) indicator
It is setted for the storage unit. The range of address indicator is 0000000H to
186A000H when the main clock frequency is 20.48MHZ and the storage capacity is
25.6M bytes (N=8).

2.3.7 Timing signal counting-measuring channel
The equipment includes two storage units, one is signal storage unit and the orther
timing storage unit. The two counting-measuring channels’ operations and processes
of storage are synchronous on the time axis controling by the itself adaptive unit. This
is not simple synchronous by which a group of signal quantized datum follows a group
of timing datum, but a synchronous storage by which the corresponding timing datum
and the first group of quantized PPM(PPK) datum are stored into the first address of
their own storage units according to the requirememts of counting-measuring state,
and the start point is the rising edge of the first pulse in input PPM(PPK) signal series.
Then the two channels work at the different speed on the same time axis: the time of
which the signal counting-measuring channel stores a group of PPM(PPK) quantized
datum is N @ )T, and the time of which the timing channel stores a group of timing
datum is M @ )T , in which N>>M (both M and N are positive integer). For instance,
when N:M=256, the storage capacity of timing unit should be 100K group timing
datum.

2.3.8 Reading and writing control (Rea/Wri control) unit
It is utilized for receiving the writing and reading instructions from remote control
signal and board manual control signals, and controlling the read and writing state of
signal storage unit and timing storage unit, along with the accuracy and time control
units. And it controls the on or off of the counting-measuring itself adaptive unit and



ST/D conversion control gate as well as timing counting-measuring (timing @ C @ M)
gate, in order to avoied the stored datum from being refreshed or the confusion
phenomena of read writing states.

2.3.9 N-bit D/ST converter (N-bit D/ST)
It is used for recovering the N-bit parallel datum from storage unit into the original
state of the counted and measured PPM(PPK) signals in read state, and it consists of
N-bit parallel-series shift register matching with the suitable main clock, which can be
the main clock frequency in writing state or the conversion that is converted by the
lower rate of 2  (n is positive integer) in the accuracy and time control unit for the-n

sake of the convenience for terminal processing. If the datum in storage unit is
processed directly, it can be directly inputted into computer with interface circuit, and
all processing operations are finished by the computer an the condition of decreasing
read speed.

2.3.10 Auto cycle working mode
On the condition of non-man duty, the key information of the real-time counted-
measured PPM(PPK) signals is almost concentrated on the time that are in front of the
end of signal series. For this reason, the requirement is more strict for the method of
finite capacity and counting-measuring time. So this circiut is setted for the counting-
measuring for those key signals in this real-time counting-measuring method. In order
to ensure the counting-measuring for the whole signals which is within the time range
of 10 or 20 seconds before the signal series ends, when all the storage space is full of
the ahead received signals, the quantization datum is written automatically from the
first address again and the ahead datum is refreshed. Relatively, the timing signal
channel synchronously enters into cycle working state for keeping synchronous
between the counting-measurings of signal quantization datum and timing datum on
any occasion.

2.4 Main functions

2.4.1 With the specific counting-measuring method, realize the two-dimensional
fidelity digital real-time counting-measuring for time and pulse signal of PPM(PPK)
signal series, and the counting-measuring method of PPM(PPK) signal series is the
same as the tape recorder’s.

2.4.2 With only the simple conversion according to the distribution state of signal
series on the time axis, finish the real-time high accuracy counting-measuring and
keep the original state of the received PPM(PPK) signals.

2.4.3 The circuit structure is simple and reliable, and no mechanical running device.



2.4.4 The remote control program is simple and suitable for the remote control on the
condition of non-man duty, in which only are “on/off” and “writing/read” setted.

2.4.5 The power consumption is low and suitable for DC battery providing power,
which is about 5-10w.

2.4.6 The accuracy can be adjusted according to accuracy requirement at any time, and
the main clock and quantization clock frequency can be replaced or adjusted.

2.4.7 The auto cycle working mode is setted.

2.4.8 Have the function of synchronous counting-measuring for signal counting-
measuring channel and timing counting-measuring channel.

CONCLUSION

The real-time fidelity counting-measuring method for PPM(PPK) signals and timing
signals, and the state of the involved practical equipment were discussed on the
condition of non-man duty. In fact the principle of this real-time counting-measuring
method may he suitable for the requirements of the equipment which has larger
capacity and longer counting-measuring time. The range of the change of accuracy
can be expanded by increasing the main clock frequency. Besides, because the
conversion speed of ST/D converter is finally determined by N @ )T and the storage
speed of storage unit is done so, the conveniences of which using the devices those
have the same storage speed and getting the higher data storage speed are provided.
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